**THIS WEEK AT THE CENTER FOR ETHICS**

Friday, September 4, 2009

- **Paper submitted for publication**
  - Dr. Jackie Williams (Slippery Rock University), Dr. Stoll, and Dr. Jennifer M. Beller (Washington State University), submitted a paper, “Athletic Training Educators, Moral Reasoning, and NATA Code of Ethics” to the Journal of Athletic Training.

- **Former "Doc" student publishes**
  - Dr. Jackie Williams, assistant professor at Slippery Rock University, recently had an article published, “Be Ethical When Reporting CEUs” in the August 2009 issue of NATA News. Dr. Williams was Dr. Stoll’s 14th doctoral student, who finished in 2007.

- **Data out**
  - Georgia Military College has been a client of Winning with Character for numerous years. The Center evaluates pretest post test data for schools with the WWC program. Data was processed for GMC and commentary was offered on the findings.

- **Dr. Slava Popovsky**
  - Dr. Popovsky, affiliate member of the Center for ETHICS*, recently had a paper published at the 75th anniversary of the Sports Game Department of the Lesgaft State Physical Culture University that was held on April, 2009 at St. Petersburg’s Lesgaft Physical Culture State University, titled Information Sports and Academics. Dr. Popovsky is a former Olympic volleyball coach in the old Soviet Socialist Republic and is now living in Seattle, WA. He received his doctorate at Lesgaft State Physical Culture University in St. Petersburg. He became an affiliate with the Center approximately 10 years ago.

- **Team Works.**
  - Zoe Strong of Strong Foundation, Team Works, will be visiting the Center today.

- **Upcoming Events**
  - Western Society of Kinesiology and Wellness, Reno, NV, October 7-9, 2009.
    - Robertello, K. M., Stoll, S. K., & Barnes, J. (2009). Ethical Responsibilities of Coaches in Emergency Situations. (Robertello is #16, 2008, and Barnes is #19, 2009, of Dr. Stoll’s doctoral students). Robertello is a clinical athletic training educator at Washington State University; Dr. Barnes is an adjunct faculty at Washington State and University of Idaho.
  - Idaho Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, & Sport 2009 convention, October 1-2, Moscow, ID.
    - Clinton Culp is presenting Self Efficacy & Perception of Risk in Mt. Climbing (Thursday 10/1 at 1:10, B-3 Memorial Gymnasium).
  - Dr. Stoll will be traveling to Seattle to do a workshop with Team Works on the Winning With Character Curriculum being developed for Team Works by the Center, September 14, 2009.